Tel Aviv, August 31st, 2012.

REPORT TO THE CSIT'S GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN VARNA – BULGARIA – 2012 – PRESENTED BY MR. YORAM ARNSTEIN, VICE-PRESIDENT, RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCEPTANCE OF NEW CANDIDATE-UNIONS.

Since the Congress in Rio-de-Janeiro during which I was charged with the responsibility to "mobilize" new Unions to the CSIT, I undertook the following steps:

1. I sent emails to all the Workers Organizations and Trade-Unions all over the world, with the declaration that our Global multi-sports Organization wishes to share relations of cooperation in field of different sport activities.

2. Unfortunately, only few reactions came from the Workers Organizations.

3. As former major director of the Israeli General Trade-Unions, I contacted old acquaintances in Europe, the U.S.A. and the Far East.
First contacts in field of sports started with few countries (Singapore, Canada, Germany).

4. The last half year, I had talks with multiple Sport Organizations, especially practicing Martial Sports.

5. I believe the new sport branches the CSIT tries to include in the frame of the CSIT's activities will open possibilities of new dynamic and fresh spirit to our Organization. We should not remain on a position of staying with our traditional sports.
We should warmly welcome the big number of Athletes participating in Martial Sports, all over the world.

6. Our Confederation, which is a multi-sports organization, must open and absorb in its ranks all existing kinds of sports and find the practical and efficient way to extend our activity to new continents.

7. That was the reason I enthusiastically accepted the candidature of the Iranian, Indian, European and other Unions which are active in Martial Sports.

8. I hope we should be able to absorb next year additional sports organizations, so that the CSIT could be the international bridge between different continents and strengthen Peace between Folks!

Yoram ARNSTEIN
Vice-President, CSIT.